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ABSTRACT: Flexible and stretchable strain sensors are vital for emerging fields of wearable and personal electronics, but it is a 

huge challenge for them to possess both wide-range measurement capability and good sensitivity. In this study, a highly stretchable 

strain sensor with a wide strain range and a good sensitivity is fabricated based on smart composites of carbon black (CB)/wrinkled 

Ecoflex. The sensor exhibits a maximum recoverable strain up to 500% and a high gauge factor of 67.7. It has a low hysteresis, a 

fast signal response (as short as 120 ms) and a high reproducibility (up to 5000 cycles with a strain of 150%). The sensor is capable 

of detecting and capturing wide-range human activities, from speech recognition, pulse monitoring, to vigorous motions. It is also 

applicable for real-time monitoring of robot movements and vehicle security crash in an anthropomorphic field. More importantly, 

the sensor is successfully used to send signals of a volunteer's breathing data to a local hospital in real time through a big-data cloud 

platform. This research provides the feasibility using strain sensor for wearable internet of things and demonstrates its exciting 

prospect for healthcare applications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The rising cost of healthcare, the sharp increase in elderly 

population, and the prevalence of chronic diseases around the 

world urgently demand the transformation of healthcare from a 

hospital-centered system to a point-of-care environment, with 

the help of rapid advances in wearable internet of things 

(WIoTs).1,2 The components of WIoTs generally include 

wearable sensors, internet-connected gateways and the 

supporting big data cloud platform. The WIoTs will not only 

continuously monitor the user’s health conditions in real time 

with a function of long-distance data transmission, but also 

provide timely information of various health parameters to the 

users and their doctors or physicians.3,4 Flexible strain sensors 

are regarded as one of the key WIoTs, which can be designed 

to attach to a targeted flexible object for the purpose of 

measuring its deformation in a precise manner. They have 

wide-range applications for monitoring surface strains of 

human skin due to joint motion, tissue swelling, wound 

healing, or even emotional expression.5-7 Different types of 

flexible strain sensors have been reported.8-11 However, 

practical implementation of these strain sensors for skin-

mountable and wearable applications still remains a great 

challenge due to the sophisticated measurement equipment, 

poor resolution, and/or poor dynamic performance of the 

senosrs.12,13 Currently, resistive strain sensors are regarded as 

promising and valuable tools for wearable applications, as they 

require relatively simple read-out systems and structure design, 

offer the potentially high flexibility, stretchability and high 

sensitivity, and have simple microfabrication processes. 

Recent studies in this field have been focused on using 

electrically conductive materials coupled with flexible 

polymers. Various materials such as low-dimensional carbon 

materials (e.g., carbon black (CB), carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

and graphene), nanowires (NWs), nanoparticles (NPs) and 

their hybrid micro/nanostructures have extensively been 

investigated to integrate into polymers for fabricating the strain 

sensors.10,14-23 For example, Gong, S. et al. reported a AuNWs-
latex rubber strain sensor with a gauge factor (GF) of 6.9-9.9 

and a stretchability up to 350%.10 Amjadi, M. et al. fabricated 

a CNT percolation networks–silicone rubbers train sensor, 

with a high stretchability up to 500% and a GF of 1-2.5.7  

For the WIoTs applications, the flexible strain sensors need 

to have a high sensitivity, large stretchability, and a good 

stability for long-term repeated usages. Many researchers 

proposed various methods to significantly improve the 

sensitivity while achieving a reasonable strain rage and a good 

durability.24-28 For example, Liu Q. et al. reported a graphene-

based device with a fish-scale microstructure configuration, 
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and achieved a  sensing range up to 82% strain, a GF value of 

16.2−150 and excellent reliability and stability (>5000 

cycles).24 Lin, L. et al. proposed a facile preparation method 

for superhydrophobic and multi-functional conductive 

nanofiber composites (CNCs) with a dual conductive network, 

and the CNCs based strain sensor possesses an extremely large 

GF value of 1.04×105, with the strain range from 20% to 

70%.25 Li, Q. et al. developed strain sensors using ultra-

violet/ozone (UV/O3) treated CNT/Ecoflex, and achieved a 

high sensitivity up to 1020.2 and a stretchability up to 100%.26 

They also used acid-interface engineering method to increase 

the sensitivity by generating a layer of SiOx at the interface 

between the CNT film and Ecoflex, and achieved a GF value 

up to 1665.9, without sacrificing the stretchability (>100%).27 

Nevertheless, most of these sensors still have difficulties to 

simultaneously achieve high stretchability, full-range of strain 

detection, high sensitivity, and ultra-fast response time.  

In this research, smart composites of CB/wrinkled Ecoflex 

was proposed and applied as a high-performance strain sensor. 

CB has merits of low cost, excellent electrical and mechanical 

properties, high conductivity, good biocompatibility, high 

mechanical strength and abrasion resistance when it is used as 

a filler in an elastomeric matrix.28-30 In addition, a simple and 

low-cost surface treatment method is proposed to form micro-

scale wrinkles and protrusions on the Ecoflex substrate. These 

can significantly increase specific surface areas and interface 

bonding between Ecoflex and CB and improve its adhesion 

onto Ecoflex, without apparently affecting the mechanical 

properties of Ecoflex substrate. The formed highly stretchable, 

wide-detection-range and highly sensitive CB-Ecoflex 

composite strain sensors can be mass produced at a low cost. 

The CB-Ecoflex based strain sensor exhibited a large 

stretchability with a maximum recoverable strain up to 500%, 

a high sensitivity of 67.7 at the strain range of 300%-500%, a 

fast signal response (e.g., 120 ms) and a high reproducibility 

(up to 5000 cycles with 150% strain). The applicability of this 

highly stretchable and sensitive strain sensor was demonstrated 

by a series of regular human motion detection, vigorous 

motion detection, real-time monitoring of robot movements 

and vehicle security crash in an anthropomorphic field. More 

importantly, we  demonstrated its application by combining 

the CB-Ecoflex composite strain sensor with a big data cloud 

platform, proving its feasibility for the applications in the 

Internet of Things (IoT) and telemedicine. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1. Characterization and Measurements. Top-view and 

cross-section morphologies of Ecoflex and CB-Ecoflex 

composites were observed using a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM, TESCAN Company). Tensile measurement 

of sensor was carried out using a tensile tester (Shimadzu, 

model AGS-X, 100 N, China) at room temperature, with a 

constant velocity of 100 mm min−1 and a clamp distance of 2 

cm. Electrical signal (resistance change) of strain sensors was 

recorded using a Keithley 2611B source meter. The adhesion 

between CB and Ecoflex of the CB-Ecoflex composite was 

assessed using a coating adhesion test method with a tensile 

testing machine (ZQ-990A, Dongguan Zhiqu Precision 

Instruments Co., Ltd.).  

2.2. Human Motion Detection Experiment. To 

demonstrate the potential applications of CB-Ecoflex 

composite as wearable sensors for wide-range detections of 

human activities, we assembled the CB-Ecoflex composite 

strain sensor with elastomeric tape, copper conductive 

adhesive and wires, and the wires at both ends of the sensor 

were connected to the Keithley 2611B source meter for sensor 

data recording. The wearable sensors were conformally 

attached to different body positions (such as knuckle, back 

wrist, elbow and knee) of a person using medical tapes. The 

restriction to skin/body motion was minimal because the 

device is ultra-light in weight, highly flexible and with a wide-

range measurement capability. 

2.3. Robot Motion Monitoring and Crash 

Anthropomorphic Experiment. The composite strain sensor 

was further implemented for real-time monitoring of 

complicated and combined movements in robotics. For these 

studies, the sensor was fixed on the thumb of a manipulator 

(with the angle of the steering gear from 0°-45°-90°-150°-0°) to 

control the movement of the object. To demonstrate the ability 

of the composite strain sensor to monitor external shocks to a 

car crash test dummy in the field of vehicle security crash 

anthropomorphic applications, we attached the sensor to chest 

of the dummy with elastomeric tape, and the dummy was hit 

with bullets fired from a toy air gun. Each collision of the 

bullet from the toy air gun simulated the event of vehicle 

crash. 

2.4. Experiment of WIoT application. To demonstrate the 

WIoT functionality, we sent the signals from the composite 

strain sensor to a data cloud platform to monitor human 

breathing status in real time over a long distance. Here we 

mounted the strain sensor on the abdomen of a volunteer in 

Hunan University (Changsha, China) to monitor breathing. 

Data obtained from the sensors were collected and analyzed 

using Huygens Bridge circuit, amplifier circuit, A/D 

conversion, signal processing chip. The data were then sent to 

the Data Transfer unit (DUT) and further transmitted to the 

Big Data Cloud Platform in the ZhongDa Testing Technology 

Group (about 10 km away from Hunan university). The cloud 

platform remotely monitored human breathing status in real 

time from a long distance. When the data showed abnormal 

values, an urgent alert was triggered, which was monitored by 

a doctor in the Affiliated ZhuZhou Hospital, Zhuzhou, 58 km 

away from the company and 62 km away from the Hunan 

University. The doctor then sent the treatment information 

back to the volunteer who was in Hunan university. The doctor 

continuously monitored the sensing data through the big data 

cloud platform and provided the real time treatment for the 

volunteer which was 62 km away. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Fabrication of Wrinkle-Enabled Highly Stretchable 

Strain Sensor. Figure 1a schematically illustrates fabrication 

procedures of wrinkle-enabled CB-modified Ecoflex 

composite, and the detailed fabrication procedures can be 

obtained from the Supporting Information (SI). In the first 

step, Ecoflex liquid (00-30) was transferred onto the grooves 

of a 3D printed mold and cured at room temperature for 3 hrs 

to form a solid Ecoflex elastomer. The obtained solid Ecoflex 

was then immersed in a toluene solution for 3.5 hours, and the 

dimension of Ecoflex was increased by 1.5-1.6 times, forming 

a swollen Ecoflex elastomer as shown in Figure 1b. To 

compare the strain sensitivity for the Ecoflex with wrinkles 

and without wrinkles, two types of Ecoflex (CB-Ecoflex A and 

CB-Ecoflex B) were developed. Compared with the Ecoflex A, 

the Ecoflex B was modified with toluene to form surface 

wrinkles and protrusions, thus it adsorbed more CB particles in 

the later process stage and the color was much darker as shown 

in Figure 1b. 
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Figure 1. Fabrication processes and result of CB-Ecoflex composite. (a) Schematics of the fabrication of conductive CB-Ecoflex 

composite. (b) Photographs of conductive CB-Ecoflex composite at different fabrication stages (Left to right: Ecoflex A, Ecoflex A after 

being stirred in CB: NMP solution, Ecoflex A after being stirred in CB: NMP: water solution, Ecoflex B (being immersed in a toluene 

solution for 3 hours), Ecoflex B after being stirred in CB: NMP solution and Ecoflex B after being stirred in CB: NMP: water solution). (c) 

Photographs of the CB-Ecoflex composite strain sensor after being stretched to different strains: ε= 0%, 100%, 200%, 300%, 400% and 

500%, respectively. 

CB was added into a mixed solution of N-methyl-

pyrrolidone (NMP) and deionized water to form the CB: NMP: 

water dispersion solution. The role of NMP is to dissolve the 

CB particles to form a CB solution, and that of water is to 

reduce the solubility of CB in NMP and effectively transfer the 

CB particles from NMP to Ecoflex (see SI). Without water, the 

Ecoflex cannot effectively adsorb much carbon black after 

stirred in CB: NMP solution, which shows that water is 

energetically favorable for the CB to be attached to the Ecoflex 

as shown in Figure 1b.  

For fabrication of strain sensors, the prepared Ecoflex was 

immersed into the CB:NMP:water solution, and was further 

stirred at room temperature for 3 hrs using a magnetic stirrer. 

This will promote the CB’s adsorption onto the surface of 

Ecoflex elastomer. The prepared sample was ultrasonically 

cleaned with deionized water and dried in a vacuum oven to 

obtain the CB-Ecoflex composite. Figure 1c shows photos of 

the CB-Ecoflex composite strain sensor with stretched strains 

of ε= 0%, 100%, 200%, 300%, 400% and 500%, respectively, 

which clearly shows the good stretchability properties of CB-

Ecoflex composite strain sensor. 

3.2. Effects of Surface Modification of Ecoflex on 

Piezoresistivity of CB-Ecoflex Sensor. Figure 2a shows 

resistance values of different types of CB-Ecoflex composites 

prepared in CB: NMP: water solution with NMP/water ratios 

of 1:1 (A1, B1) and 1:4 (A2, B2) and a CB concentration of 2 

mg/ml (Here, A and B represent CB-Ecoflex A and CB-

Ecoflex B, respectively, which are described in detail in the 

Experimental Section). It is clear that the resistance of CB-

Ecoflex B (modified with toluene) is much smaller than that of 

CB-Ecoflex A. This is because when the Ecoflex was soaked 

with toluene, the dimension of Ecoflex was increased by 1.5-

1.6 times and then protrusions and wrinkles were formed on 

the surface of the Ecoflex. This resulted in significant 

increases in the surface area of Ecoflex and also the interfacial 

bonding between Ecoflex and CB, thus leading to more CB 

absorbed onto the surface of the Ecoflex. These changes 

significantly decrease the resistance and increase the 

conductivity. The results show the same trend for two samples 

treated with different NMP/water ratios (1:1 and 1:4). Figure 

2b shows relative resistance changes (∆R/R0) of two types of 

CB-Ecoflex composites which were stirred in NMP/water=1/1 

and NMP/water=1/4. The GF of the strain sensor was 

calculated, which is defined as (∆R/R0)/ε, where ∆R/R0 is the 

relative resistance change, and ε is strain. The GF values of 

CB-Ecoflex A1, B1, A2, B2 are 3.9, 4.1, 4.1, 10.8 (strain range: 

0%-100%) and 3.9, 7.2, 4.1, 21.4 (strain range: 100%-240%), 

respectively, indicating that NMP/water ratio of CB dispersion 

solution has a significant influence on the performance of the 

sensor. The CB-Ecoflex B has larger values of GF because the 

Ecoflex has been soaked with toluene to form the protrusions 

and wrinkles and thus the interface bonding between Ecoflex 

and CB has been significantly improved. The larger GF values 

indicate that the sensor could have a better sensitivity. 

Furthermore, we have obtained the largest GF of 67.7 with the 

NMP/water value of 1/4, in the strain range of 300%-500%.  

Figures 2c and 2d show the SEM images of cross-section 

microstructures of the Ecoflex before and after soaked with 

toluene. The surface of original Ecoflex is smooth. Whereas 

that of Ecoflex after toluene treatment shows many protrusions 

and wrinkles, which significantly increase the specific surface 

areas and provide an excellent condition for Ecoflex to adsorb 

more CB particles onto its surface. The wrinkled structure was 

formed by the pre-stretching and shrinkage of Ecoflex,  
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Figure 2. (a) The initial resistance and (b) the ΔR/R0 curves of two types of CB-Ecoflex composites treated in different NMP/water ratios 

(NMP/water=1/1, 1/4) of CB solution. The inset figure is ΔR/R0 curve of CB-Ecoflex composites (NMP/water=1/4, B2) with the strain up 

to 500%. (c) SEM images of the surface of Ecoflex (without soaked in toluene); (d) the surface of Ecoflex (with soaked in toluene); (e) the 

cross-section morphology of CB-Ecoflex (without soaked in toluene) composite; (f) the cross-section morphology of CB-Ecoflex (with 

soaked in toluene) composite; (g) the surface of CB-Ecoflex (without soaked in toluene) composite and (h) the surface of CB-Ecoflex 

(with soaked in toluene) composite. (i) Schematic illustration of sensing mechanism of conductive CB-Ecoflex composite strain sensor 

under stretching-releasing process. (j) Different electrical interconnections between two adjacent CB: (ⅰ) a full contact; (ⅱ) a tunneling 

junction within a certain cut-off distance C; and (ⅲ) a complete disconnection between CB NPs. 

whereas the protrusions was produced because of the removal 

of toluene which was pre-diffused inside Ecoflex during 

soaking stage. Figures 2e and 2f show that with the same 

soaking time of CB: NMP dispersion solution, the Ecoflex 

treated with toluene has absorbed more CB particles and the 

CB particles layer is much thicker. The increased thickness of 

CB particles will lead to a lower resistances of CB-Ecoflex 

composites, as only the CB particles are conductive in the CB-

Ecoflex composite. Figures 2g and 2h present surface 

morphologies of the CB-Ecoflex composite before and after 

toluene treatment. The CB particles are easily agglomerated in 

the form of a cluster on the surface of untreated Ecoflex, 

whereas the CB particles are well-dispersed as nanoparticles 

(with the size of 90 nm) on the toluene treated Ecoflex. The 

protrusions and wrinkles formed on the surface of Ecoflex 

increase the specific surface area for the adsorption of CB, and 

increase the stability of the adsorption of Ecoflex and CB, 

which effectively inhibit the agglomeration of CB particles. 

When the CB particles are formed as a cluster on the Ecoflex, 

it will inhibit further adsorption of CB particles and result in a 

decreased conductivity. Also, with these cluster formed on the 

surface, the average distance between CB particles will show 

little changes when the composite is stretched. This will result 

in a smaller change in conductive percolation pathways, thus 

causing a relatively lower strain sensitivity. Therefore, the 

agglomerated CB clusters are not good for the performance of 

strain sensors. The CB particles in the state of separated 

nanoparticles on the Ecoflex composite surface has shown 

better conductivity and sensitivity.  

To verify the effect of toluene treatment on interfacial 

bonding between CB and Ecoflex, we have used the coating 

adhesion testing method to characterize the adhesion between 

CB and Ecoflex of the CB-Ecoflex composite. The obtained 

results are shown in Figure S1. The average value of 

interfacial bonding force of CB-Ecoflex B (soaked in toluene 

to form the protrusions and wrinkles) is  4.7 N, which is 

nearly five times as large as that of CB-Ecoflex A (0.95 N, 

without protrusions and wrinkles). This clearly demonstrates 

that by soaking the Ecoflex in toluene to form wrinkled 

structures, the bonding and adhesion  between Ecoflex and CB 

can be significantly improved.  

Figures 2i and 2j illustrate the sensing mechanism of the 

conductive CB-Ecoflex composite strain sensor under 

stretching-releasing processes. The mechanism of CB-Ecoflex 

strain sensor is based on the formation of a conductive network 

and deformation-induced changes in the tunneling conductance 

of the closely spaced nanoparticles.31, 32 As shown in Figure 2i, 

before stretching, the Ecoflex elastomer surface is covered by 

many closely packed CB nanoparticles. These will form a 

good conductive network, which results in a low value of 

electrical resistance. However, this network is gradually 

elongated and finally broken when the strain sensor is 

gradually stretched. This will enlarge the spacing of the CB 

nanoparticles, thus leading to the increase of the resistance of 

the strain sensor. As shown in Figure 2j, the junctions between 

two adjacent CB particles can be classified into three 

categories depending on their distances, e.g., (ⅰ) a full contact; 

(ⅱ) a tunneling junction within a certain cut-off distance C; and 

(ⅲ) a complete disconnection between CB  
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Figure 3. Electromechanical characterization of the CB–Ecoflex composite based strain sensor. (a) The ΔR/R0 curve of the CB-Ecoflex 

composite strain sensor during 12 cycles of loading−unloading under different strains (30, 50, 100, 150 and 200%). (b) Hysteresis curve 

for the CB-Ecoflex composite strain sensor under different strains. (c) The cycling durability curve of the strain sensor under 100% strain, 

(d) 150% strain and (e) 200% strain (stretching rate of 100 mm min−1). 

NPs. Firstly, If the shortest distance d between the centerlines 

of two neighboring CB particles is smaller than or equal to the 

diameter (D) of CB NP, these NPs are considered to be fully 

connected with a low contact resistance. Secondly, when the 

distance d is larger than D but smaller than a cut-off distance C, 

the tunneling of currents between these two noncontact CB 

particles can be triggered, and electrons can be tunneled 

through the polymer matrix, thus forming a quantum 

conductive junction. Finally, when the distance among CBs 

exceeds the cut-off distance C, it is assumed that no current 

can pass through two adjacent CBs and their electrical path is 

fully disconnected.6  

The mechanism of conductive CB-Ecoflex composite strain 

sensor should be explained as follows. Before stretching, the 

Ecoflex elastomer surface is covered by many closely packed 

CB nanoparticles, thus forming a perfect conductive network. 

In such a condition, a full contact between two adjacent CB 

particles will result in a low value of initial resistance. When 

the CB-Ecoflex composite is stretched with a relatively small 

strain, some previously closely packed CB nanoparticles are 

gradually separated and gaps of several nanometers are formed, 

thus causing tunneling currents.33,34 Within these small strain 

ranges, the junctions between adjacent CB particles are either 

in a full contact mode or tunneling junction, so the resistance 

of the composite will increase slightly as a function of strain. 

With further increase in tensile strain, more CB nanoparticles 

are gradually separated, and the junctions between adjacent 

CB particles are changed from a full contact mode to tunneling 

junctions. In this strain range, the major types of junctions are 

tunneling junctions, thus the resistance is significantly 

increased. With the further increase of the strain, the distances 

between many adjacent CB particles start to be larger than the 

cut-off distance, e.g., their electrical paths are disconnected. In 

this large strain range, the major types of junctions are either 

tunneling junctions or completely disconnected, thus leading to 

very large resistance. After the CB-Ecoflex composite is 

released from the stretched conditions and returns to its 

original state, the distances between adjacent CB particles 

return to their initial values, and hence the resistance values 

have been recovered. In brief, with the increase of strain, the 

dominant junctions between two adjacent CB particles will be 

gradually changed from a full contact mode, to the tunneling 

junction, and finally to a complete disconnection mode. 

Accordingly, the resistance changes show different linear 

regions at different strain ranges. 

3.3. Electromechanical Performance of CB-Ecoflex 

Composite Strain Sensor. Figure S2 in the SI shows the 

results for optimization of parameters of CB concentration and 

NMP/water ratio, which can achieve the best performance of 

the composite strain sensor. As the optimal CB concentration 

was found to be 2 mg/ml and the optimal NMP/water ratio of 

CB dispersion solution to be 1/4, we chose these parameters to 

fabricate the CB-Ecoflex composite and the strain sensor.   

Figure 3a shows the relative resistance changes of a CB- 

Ecoflex strain sensor under cyclic stretching–releasing at 

different strains with the same frequency. The resistance 

changes are increased as the strain is increased, but the value 

can be fully recovered after each of cyclic stretching–releasing 

process. Figure 3b illustrates the hysteresis curves of the 

composite strain sensor. The hysteresis is quite small (less than 

4% for strain sensor) when the strain range is less than 150% 

in response to the stretch/release cycles. For a larger strain 

such as ε= 200%, although the hysteresis error is relatively 

large, the resistance value can still be fully recovered after 

stretch/release cycles, showing the outstanding stretchability of 

the strain sensor.  

A strain sensor needs to maintain its sensing characteristics 

without apparent fatigue failure for real-life applications. To 

investigate the long-term stability of the strain sensor, 5000 
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cycles of repeated stretching/releasing processes with a maximum strain of ε= 150% was applied to the sensor at a  

Table 1. Comparisons of device performance of different resistance-type stretchable strain sensors. 

Materials Gauge factor Stretchability Response time 

(ms) 

Cyclic stability Ref. 

PDMS/AgNWs/PDMS 2 ~ 14 70% 200 1000 cycles (10%-40%) [6] 

CNTs/Ecoflex 1 ~ 2.5 500% Unmentioned 2000 cycles (0%-300%) [7] 

SiO2 NPs/graphene shell/PU 

nanofiber 
5.9 110% Unmentioned 600 cycles (0%-50%) [17] 

SiC/Ecoflex 2.47 × 105 5% 200 10000 cycles (0-4%) [19] 

Fragmented SWCNT 

paper/PDMS 
107 (0%-50% strain) 50% 300 10000 cycles (0-20%) [23] 

ACNTs/AgNPs/PDMS/ 

TPU nanofiber 

1.04 × 105 

(20%-70% strain) 
476% Unmentioned 1000 cycles (0%-70%) [25] 

ultra-violet/ozone cracked 

CNTs/Ecoflex 
1020.2 100% Unmentioned 10000 cycles (25%-70%) [26] 

Acid-Interface Engineering 

of CNT/Ecoflex 

35.2 (0%-80% strain) 

129.1 (80%-120% strain) 

1665.9 (>120% strain) 

>100% Unmentioned 10000 cycles (0-80%) [27] 

RB/CBNPs/PDMS 
242.6 

(38.8%–71.4% strain) 
980% Unmentioned 1000 cycles (0%-50%) [28] 

CBs/Ecoflex 3.8 400% Unmentioned 1000 cycles (0%-1%) [29] 

CB/wrinkled Ecoflex 67.7 (300%-500% strain) 500% 120 
5000 cycles (0%-150%) 

1390 cycles (0%-200%) 
This work 

a) RB/CBNPs/PDMS: Rubber band/carbon black nanoparticles/PDMS.  PU nanofiber: Polyurethane nanofiber.  

b) ACNTs: Acid modified carbon nanotubes.  TPU nanofiber: Thermoplastic polyurethanes nanofiber. 

stretching–releasing sweeping speed of 100 mm min−1. The 

obtained results are shown in Figures 3c and 3d. The strain 

sensor shows a good stability with the maximum change ratio 

of the normalized resistance (∆R/R0) of 0.001 during 5000 

cycles of stretching/releasing without apparent failure. From 

the experimental results, we could verify that our strain sensor 

has a good mechanical durability against repeated 

elongation/relaxation cycles, without apparent long-term 

drifting when the strain is less than 150%. Even under a large 

strain of 200%, the strain sensor can still maintain a good 

performance up to 1390 cycles (Figure 3e), demonstrating its 

good mechanical durability and stability.  

The response time of CB- Ecoflex strain sensor was also 

measured and the obtained results are shown in Figure S3. 

Results showed that the response time of the proposed strain 

sensor can be as short as 120 ms, demonstrating its fast 

response. We have summarized these results and also 

compared the performance of resistance-type stretchable strain 

sensors reported in literature (see Table 1). It is clearly seen 

that our device has the overall performance of high sensitivity, 

wide detection range and fast response time.  

3.4. Applications for Human Motion Detection, 

Intelligent Robotic and Crash Anthropomorphic. The 

wearable sensors were conformally attached to different 

positions of a volunteer’s body to monitor motions. For the 

motion sensing, the wearable sensors were fixed onto the 

knuckle (Figure 4a), wrist (Figure 4b), elbow (Figure 4c), 

and knee (Figure S4a). Figure 4a presents the changes of 

resistance signals of the strain sensor by applying the sensor on 

the index finger. When the finger was bent to a certain angle 

(e.g., 45°), the relative resistance change of the strain sensor 

was increased to a certain value and then remained stable. 

Further bending (90°) would lead to an increase in the 

resistance, forming a stepwise signal. The results of signals 

show good repeatability and stability of the data obtained from 

the strain sensor. Similar measurements were conducted on 

wrist (Figure 4b) and elbow (Figure 4c) with a continuous 

bending, and the strain sensor also exhibited good performance 

and repeatable results. In Figure S4a, the sensor correctly 

recorded and identified various knee-related motions such as 

knee flexing/extending (half squat and full squat), by virtue of 

the distinctly different patterns of response curves. This 

demonstrates the ability of the strain sensor to monitor a large 

deformation of human body. 

For monitoring subtle physiological signals from human 

body, we attached the wearable sensors to the wrist and 

recorded the wrist pulse under normal/exercise conditions. The 

obtained current signal results are shown in Figure S4b. The 

amplitude and frequency of pulse were recorded in real time 

(each peak denotes one pulse). Under the relaxation condition, 

it was calculated to be 72 beats/min, whereas after exercise, 

both frequency and amplitude of the signals were significantly 

increased, with an increased pulse frequency of 96 beats/min. 

The sensors can also monitor the breathing and swallowing 

movements (Figure 4d). We attached the sensor near the 

throat to record the signals. As shown in Figure 4e, when the 

wearer spoke different words, such as “Hello”, “Apple” and 

“Sensor”, the response signal curves exhibited characterized 

patterns with a good repeatability. The signal changes are 

mainly resulted from the complicated epidermis/muscle 

movements around throat during the phonation processes. In 

literature, so far there are limited reports of wearable sensors 

with capability of specific phonation recognition, and our 
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studies provide application potentials in aided speech 

rehabilitation training and human–machine interactions. 

 

 

Figure 4. Application of CB-Ecoflex composite strain sensor in monitoring various human motion, intelligent robotic and crash 

anthropomorphic: real-time relative resistance change of (a) index finger bending, (b) wrist, (c) elbow bending, (d) throat movement (deep 

breathing and swallowing), (e) phonating,  (f) the collision simulation behavior of hitting the robot with an air gun, and (g) the posture 

simulation behavior of manipulator thumb bending. Insets: digital images of various human motions, robot and manipulator. 

We further used our sensor to monitor the anthropomorphic 

process of car crash. Figure 4f exhibits the signal responses of 

the strain sensor by applying the sensor to the robot, which 

was hit with bullets fired from a toy air gun. Each collision of 

bullet from the toy air gun simulated the vehicle crash. The 

results clearly demonstrated the ability of the CB-Ecoflex 

composite strain sensor to monitor external shocks to the car 

dummy and showed the potential application in the field of 

vehicle security crash anthropomorphic. 

In addition to wearable sensing for humans and vehicle 

security crash anthropomorphic situation, the CB-Ecoflex 

composite strain sensor was further implemented for real-time 

monitoring of complicated movement combination in robotics. 

The measurement results for the real-time detection of the 

complete set of movements during the robot finger movement 

are shown in Figure 4g. The results indicate the potential 

applications of the strain sensor in rehabilitation training for 

disabled persons and posture simulation. 

3.5. Integration with Data Cloud Platform and Wearable 

IoT. As the composite strain sensor has excellent signal 

monitoring ability and outstanding stretchability, it is suitable 

to be integrated with the data cloud platform to form the 

wearable IoT. Furthermore, this sensor has a simple 

preparation process and low cost, which is good for mass 

production in personalized distributed (home) medical 

treatment, universal basic data monitoring and big data 

analysis. In this work, we applied the composite strain sensor 

to data cloud platform to monitor human breathing status in 

real time over a long distance (shown in Figure 5), as the 

breathing status is symptom of the several serious diseases 

(e.g., coronavirus pneumonia (COVID-19), or sleep apnea 

syndrome). 

As shown in Figure 5a, we mounted the CB-Ecoflex 

composite strain sensor on the abdomen of volunteers to 

monitor breathing. Figures 5b and 5c show real-time 

respiratory data obtained on cloud data platform using the CB-

Ecoflex composite strain sensor. When in a normal breathing 

state, the sensor detected about 16 breaths per minute, while in 

an obstructed breathing state, sensor detected about 6 breaths 

per minute. We further sent the signals obtained from the 

composite strain sensor to the big data cloud platform and 

achieved real-time/remote monitoring of breathing sensing 

data over a distance of 62 km (e.g., from the location of 

volunteer at Hunan University, Changsha, to the doctors of 

Zhuzhou Central Hospital, ZhuZhou). When the sent data 

show abnormal values, an urgent alert can be triggered by the 

doctor, who can then send treatment information back to 

volunteer. We have realized the basic functions of the WIoTs 

and verified the feasibility and effectiveness of flexible sensors 

for the WIoT applications, which has great practical 

significance and application prospects for realizing real-time 

monitoring of children's sleep and breathing, for example. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In summary, we proposed an approach to significantly 

enhance the sensitivity for full-range measurement and highly 

sensitivity of CB-Ecoflex strain sensor via introducing 

protrusions and wrinkles on the surface of the Ecoflex, using a 

low-cost fabrication process. The composite strain sensor 

exhibits a recoverable stretchability up to 500% strain and a 

gauge factor up to 67.7. It also shows a fast signal response 

(e.g., 120 ms) and a high reproducibility (up to 5000 cycles 

with 150% strain), with a negligible hysteresis (e.g., 4%) at a 

large strain level (150%).  
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The sensors are capable of detecting and capturing full-

range human activities, from speech recognition, pulse 

monitoring, to vigorous motions (such as knuckle, back wrist, 

elbow and knee bending). We further apply our sensors for 

real-time monitoring of robot movements and vehicle security 

crash in an anthropomorphic field. Finally, we successfully  

 

Figure 5. The CB-Ecoflex composite based strain sensor integrates with data cloud platform to monitor human breathing. (a) Schematics 

of flexible strain resistance sensor for cloud data platform. (b) The real-time normal breathing sensing data and (c) obstructed breathing 

sensing data on cloud data platform. 

integrate CB-Ecoflex composite strain sensor with data cloud 

platform, demonstrating that the sensor can successfully send 

signals of a volunteer's breathing data collected to a local 

hospital in real time through big-data cloud platform, with a 

long distance of 62 km. It is believed that such a simple and 

cost-effective fabrication protocol provides new insights into 

the design of highly elastic conductive polymer 

nanocomposites for use as flexible and stretchable strain 

sensors for future wearable electronics. We believe the work 

has its practical significance and application prospects for the 

development of wearable flexible sensors for wearable heath 

Internet of Things. 
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